






Constellation HomeBuilder 

Systems
• Constellation HomeBuilder Systems is 

pleased to sponsor and welcome you to 

this event

• We are a strong and stable partner for 

over 1,400 home builders of all sizes in 

North America

http://www.constellationhb.com



Constellation HomeBuilder 

Systems Can Help
• As you plan to survive the downturn, don’t 

underestimate the importance of your 

production and accounting systems
– Good systems help you manage cash and give you the 

information you need to survive

• Is your software partner giving you the 

support you deserve?
– Choose a partner that will be there when you need them

http://www.constellationhb.com



Constellation HomeBuilder 

Systems Products and Services

• Production and 

Accounting Systems 

for Home Builders

• Scheduling

• Business Intelligence 

and Reporting

• Land Development

• Vendor Portals

• New Home Sales and 

CRM

• Warranty and Service

• Homeowner Manuals

• Online Virtual 

Showrooms

• Design Center 

Software

• Mobile Device 

Software



Constellation HomeBuilder 

Systems

• Additional questions and feedback?

• (888) 723-2222

• sales@constellationhb.com

• http://www.constellationhb.com

• Cathy Kotsopoulos – Sales and Media Inquiries

– ckotsopoulos@constellationhb.com, ext. 6140

mailto:sales@constellationhb.com
http://www.constellationhb.com/
mailto:ckotsopoulos@constellationhb.com


NAHB’s Business 

Management Department
• Solutions to difficult management 

challenges

• Tools and resources for business growth

• Guidance on increasing profitability

• Represent builder business interests



NAHB Online Tools

• BizTools
– www.nahb.org/biztools

• Technology Solutions Directory
– www.nahb.org/tsd

• Chart of Accounts
– www.nahb.org/chart

• Work with Trade Contractors
– www.nahb.org/trades

• Tax Assistance

– www.nahb.org/taxes

http://www.nahb.org/biztools
http://www.nahb.org/tsd
http://www.nahb.org/chart
http://www.nahb.org/trades
http://www.nahb.org/taxes


Electronic Newsletters

• Business of Building e/Source

• Custom Home Builder Quarterly

• Small Builder Focus

• Building Leader



Education

• nextBuild Information Technology

• nextBuild Home Technology

• Computer Labs at International Builders’ 

Show

• Custom Builder Symposium



NAHB Staff Contacts

• Agustín Cruz, Executive Director
– acruz@nahb.com, ext. 8472

• Marcia Childs, Education & Information Manager
– mchilds@nahb.com, ext 8388

• Joshua Nester, Communication Manager
– nester@nahb.com, ext. 8461

• Germaine Palangdao, HTA Program Manager
– gpalangdao@nahb.com, ext 8498

mailto:acruz@nahb.com
mailto:mchilds@nahb.com
mailto:nester@nahb.com
mailto:gpalangdao@nahb.com


Online Archive of this 

Session
• This discussion will be recorded and 

archived for later viewing

• Please check 
http://www.constellationhb.com/landing/chsbmitcoping.php

• We will also send all attendees an e-mail 

with the archive location

http://www.constellationhb.com

http://www.constellationhb.com/landing/chsbmitcoping.php


Glossary of Banking Terms

• Note: the terms and definitions listed 

below are general in nature and meant to 

reflect a cross-section of banking 

practices. These are examples only, and 

your bank will probably not use these 

exact terms or definitions.



Credit Rating Systems

• Banks use credit rating systems to rate the credit quality of the 

assets (loans) on their balance sheets. These rating systems vary 

from bank to bank, but they all share the same basic characteristics. 

The credit quality rating, or grade, reflects the bank’s assessment of 

the strength of the loan, or conversely, the probability of default by 

the borrower. As an example, assume the bank uses a scale of 1 to 

10 to rate its loans, with 1 being the best credit quality grade and 10 

being the worst. Loans in the categories of Watch down to Loss 

attract the greatest amount of attention from examiners, regulators, 

and auditors.



Credit Rating Systems

• In addition to the ratings in the table below, several other terms are 

used to amplify or further explain these ratings.

– Performing Loans: The subject loan is current, and the borrower is generally in 

compliance with the covenants and other loan terms.

– Non-Performing Loans: The subject loan is not current as to payments and/or 

maturities, and the borrower has defaulted on the covenants and other loan 

terms.

– Accrual Status: The bank is accruing interest and fees on the subject loan and 

booking the revenue to income, usually on a daily basis.

– Non-Accrual Status: The bank is not booking accrued interest and fee revenue 

to income. The bank continues to accrue interest and fees on the subject loan, 

but these amounts are booked to a special receivables account and accumulated 

against the future possibility of collection when the loan account is eventually 

settled.



Credit Rating Systems

Rating 
Category

Credit 
Grade

Description

Pass Credits 1-5 All grades 1-5 are considered to possess acceptable credit 
risks, with grade 1 being the highest quality (i.e., cash-
secured loans) and a 5 being the lowest grade in the Pass 
category (i.e., real estate dependent loans).

Watch 6 Most banks consider this to be a transitional category. 
Watch credits are those that need special monitoring but 
do not fall in the regulatory problem-asset grades (OAEM 
through Loss). These loans will be current and 
performing, but certain credit characteristics will have 
become impaired. Sales may have slowed, cash flows or 
liquidity reserves may have decreased, or the condition 
of the guarantors may have declined. Trends may be 
negative.



Credit Rating Systems

Rating 
Category

Credit 
Grade

Description

OAEM 7 Loans categorized as OAEM or worse (down through 
Loss) are considered to be low quality assets. These loans 
will be current and performing in most aspects, but the 
credit characteristics and/or loan mechanics have 
deteriorated. Payments may be current but are being 
paid within 29 days following the due date. Sales and 
revenues have become threatened, cash flows or liquidity 
reserves have decreased, and the financial condition of 
the guarantors has declined. Collateral values show 
deflation. Financial trends of the borrower will be 
negative, and it is likely that the loan could become past 
due within the next 3-6 months.



Credit Rating Systems

Rating 
Category

Credit 
Grade

Description

Substandard 8 These loans contain a noticeable decrease in credit 
quality. The borrower may not be able to maintain the 
loan in a current status relative to payments or 
maturities. Collateral values have declined. The original 
revenue projections and pro-formas are no longer 
operative; new projections show the loan and/or project 
is not self-sustaining. The borrower is out of compliance 
with loan covenants and terms. Guarantors offer little or 
no support. The bank probably will declare the loan in 
default. When the loan continues in a past-due status, 
the bank may deem it to be non-performing and put it 
into a non-accrual status.



Credit Rating Systems

Rating 
Category

Credit 
Grade

Description

Doubtful 9 These loans will be in a non-performing, non-accrual 
status. The bank’s assessment is that full recovery of all 
principal, interest, and fees is not likely. If it has not 
occurred previously, the bank will declare the loan to be 
in default and move to initiate foreclosure. Alternatively, 
the bank might decide to sue the guarantors for 
performance.

Loss 10 The bank has charged off a portion of the value of this 
asset from its previous balance sheet value, and it is 
expected that additional losses may follow. Foreclosure 
and/or other legal action will be continuing.



Banking Terms

Amortization The payment of a debt in installments over an agreed-upon period, 
during which principal and interest are paid off.

Appraisal An estimate of market value placed on real property. There are 
three approaches which are commonly used: replacement cost; 
present value of cash flows; and adjusted comparison with other 
similar properties.

Balance Sheet A report of an individual or company’s financial condition that 
includes all assets, liabilities and the resulting net worth.

Collateral Property pledged as security to a debt. If the borrower fails to 
repay the loan, the lender may gain ownership of the collateral and 
sell it to recover the amounts owed to lender.



Banking Terms

Comparables or 
Comps

In real estate appraisals, these terms refer to "comparable 
properties," which are used for comparative purposes in the 
appraisal process. Comps are recently sold properties that are 
similar in size, location, amenities and other characteristics to the 
subject property. Comps help an appraiser determine the fair 
market value of a property.

Credit Rating A judgment of someone's ability to repay debts, based on current 
and projected income and history of payment of past debts. 
Sometimes expressed as a number called a credit score.

Current The status of a loan in which the payments are being paid on or 
before the due date and the principal is not yet due.



Banking Terms

Default Failure by the borrower to meet the terms of a loan agreement. 
There are two types: (1) Failure to make payments or a repayment 
on the date such payment is due. Generally, if an interim payment 
is 30 days or more past-due, the loan is technically in default. If the 
note has matured, default occurs on the day following the maturity 
date if the principal is not paid in full. (2) Failure to adhere to one 
or more terms or covenants of the loan agreement, such as 
exceeding the prescribed total debt amount or ratio or falling 
below an agreed upon level of net worth.

EBITDA Literally, earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and 
amortization. Or, revenue – expenses (excluding interest, taxes, 
depreciation, and amortization). EBITDA is often used by banks as a 
measure of profitability from operations and may be included as a 
metric in loan covenants.



Banking Terms

Generally 
Accepted 
Accounting 
Principles 
(GAAP)

The standard framework of guidelines for financial accounting. It 
includes the standards, conventions, and rules accountants follow 
in recording and summarizing transactions, and in the preparation 
of financial statements. One key aspect of GAAP is an emphasis on 
the term "general", since not all accounting exercises employ the 
same method and generate the same results. GAAP accommodates 
variation in applied accounting methods as long as the methods 
generally adhere to its set of broadly-defined principles.

Index A benchmark rate of interest identified in loan documents to which 
a margin is added or subtracted in order to compute the note rate. 
Typical indices used in construction lending are the Prime Rate and 
LIBOR.



Banking Terms

LIBOR Literally, London Interbank Offered Rate. This interest rate is the 
average of those rates at which five major London banks are willing 
to lend $10 million for a specified period in the inter-bank market. 
LIBOR is a widely used benchmark rate for setting interest rates on 
adjustable-rate loans and other financial instruments.

Liquidity Cash and near-cash assets. Near-cash assets are those that can be 
converted to cash quickly without significant losses.

Loan Covenant Usually a restrictive, or negative, clause in a loan agreement that 
limits the freedom of the borrower (or management) to incur more 
debt, increase the compensation of officers, award bonuses, or 
distribute earnings.



Banking Terms

Loan-to-value 
ratio (LTV)

The percentage of a property’s cost or value that is covered by a 
mortgage loan; literally, the loan amount divided by the value of 
the property, expressed as a percentage. On a $1,000,000 property, 
if the builder borrows $750,000, the mortgage is 75% of the value 
of the property. Therefore, the loan-to-value ratio is 75%.

Margin Expressed as percentage points, the amount that a lender adds to 
an index to arrive at the final interest rate. For example, if the index 
(i.e., Prime) is 6.5 percent and the margin is 0.75 percent, the final 
interest rate is 7.25 percent.

Maturity Date The date on which the principal balance of a loan, plus any accrued 
but unpaid interest or fees, becomes due and payable.

OREO Other Real Estate Owned – Real estate assets on the balance sheet 
of a bank acquired through foreclosure or deed-in-lieu of 
foreclosure.



Banking Terms

Past Due Payments of principal and/or interest are not paid on or before the 
date due. Note that this condition may apply to interest, principal, 
or both.

Prime Rate A common benchmark for consumer and business loans set by 
banks, usually at a level 3 percentage points higher than the Fed 
Funds rate. The rate of interest given to builders on their loans is 
often determined as the prime rate plus a certain percentage, 
which represents the lender's assessment of the risk in lending, 
plus its profit margin.

Revolving Line of 
Credit

A line of credit that does not have a specified repayment schedule 
but may require a minimum payment to cover interest and 
contribute to paying off principal. Examples include credit card 
loans, checking account overdraft lines, and builder construction 
lines that have pre-approved credit limits.



Banking Terms

Secured Loan A debt that is secured by a lien on the borrower’s property that 
may be taken by the creditor in case of nonpayment by the 
borrower. A common example is a mortgage loan.

Value The monetary worth of an asset. In GAAP accounting, this is the 
cost, or book value, of the asset. This term may also refer to the 
amount contained in an appraiser’s report of value. Banks want 
financial statements to reflect assets at cost. If adjustments are 
needed that result from marking the asset to its appraised value 
(i.e., write-downs), these should be fully documented and 
footnoted in the financial statement.



Legal Terms

ABC an assignment for the benefit of creditors – a state law alternative 
to Chapter 7 or Chapter 11.

Chapter 7 
Bankruptcy

A “straight” or liquidating bankruptcy.  In Chapter 7, an 
independent trustee is appointed to liquidate all assets.  
• In the case of a business entity (i.e., corporation, limited 
liability company, etc.), a Chapter 7 filing means that all ongoing 
business operations cease.
• In the case of an individual, the goal of the debtor in a 
Chapter 7 is to obtain a discharge of all debts and to retain all 
exempt assets.

Chapter 11 
Reorganization

In Chapter 11, the current owners and managers remain in control 
of the business under the protection and supervision of the 
Bankruptcy Court.  The goal is to propose and confirm a plan that 
restructures the debtor’s operations and balance sheet.  This is 
available to corporations and individuals.



Legal Terms

Chapter 13 
Reorganization 

a type of reorganization for individuals with a regular source of 
income and with secured debts of less than $1,010,650 and 
unsecured debts of less than $336,900.  The debtor makes 
payments to creditors under what is normally a five year plan.

Chief 
Restructuring 
Officer 

a financial or “work-out” professional hired by a Debtor-in-
Possession to coordinate restructuring efforts – often designed to 
give to credibility with lenders and provide expert testimony in 
court.

Cram-Down the colloquial term used by bankruptcy lawyers to refer to a 
Chapter 11 plan that is confirmed over the objection of one or 
more creditors pursuant to §1129(b) of the Bankruptcy Code.



Legal Terms

Dead in Lieu of 
Foreclosure 

a deed given to the mortgage holder to avoid a foreclosure action.  
Ideally, from the borrower’s and any guarantor’s perspective, this 
will result in a release of liability.

Debtor or 
Debtor-in-
Possession 

The entity filing for bankruptcy is a “debtor.”  In a Chapter 11, the 
“debtor” will operate the business as the “debtor-in-possession” 
unless a trustee is appointed.

Deficiency the amount by which the loan balance (including accrued interest 
and fees) exceeds the amount obtained for the sale of encumbered 
property pursuant to a foreclosure judgment.  The precise rules for 
the establishment of a deficiency will vary from state to state.



Legal Terms

DIP Loan a post-petition loan given to a Chapter 11 debtor-in-possession.  A 
DIP Loan can be secured by unencumbered assets, or (in certain 
circumstances) a senior or “priming” lien on encumbered assets.

Fraudulent 
Transfer 

a transfer that is actually fraudulent because it is made with the 
intent to hinder, delay, or defraud creditors or that is constructively
fraudulent because it is made without fair consideration at a time 
the transferor is insolvent.

Lien Stripping this term refers to the ability of a debtor, particularly in a Chapter 
11 case, to reduce a secured claim (such as a mortgage debt) to the 
value of the collateral, with the shortfall becoming a general 
unsecured claim.  Lien Stripping may also occur if a second 
mortgage holder is completely out of the money (i.e., the value of 
the collateral does not exceed the amount of the first mortgage 
claim).



Legal Terms

Sales Free and 
Clear of Liens

sales approved by the bankruptcy court permitting the transfer of 
an encumbered asset without any specific consent from a lender.  
This can be a court-ordered release of an asset.  Particularly useful 
when a number of parcels are encumbered by a single loan and the 
loan documents have no release provisions or the release 
provisions are “front-end loaded” to ensure payment of the 
secured debt when far fewer than all parcels are sold.



Moderator - Ron Robichaud

Robichaud Financial 

Services

P.O. BOX 1326

LACONIA, NH 03247

(603)293-2332

ron@robichaudfinancial.com

• Principal of Robichaud Financial Services

– Advises homebuilders across the country on 

mergers and acquisitions, exit strategy 

development, strategic growth and 

maximizing company value

– 40 years experience in senior management 

positions at homebuilding and development 

companies such as Arvida and Choice 

Homes

– Serves on several homebuilder boards, is 

the Home Builders and Remodelers 

Association of New Hampshire State 

Representative and sits on NAHB’s 

Executive Board.

http://www.constellationhb.com



Panelist – Randy Noel

Reve Inc. 

123 Marie Street

LaPlace, LA  70068

(985) 652-4663

REVEDEV@aol.com

• Founder of Reve Inc. 

– Began his home building career at age 12 

with a broom

– Lived through the housing decline in the 80s 

with his father’s business

– Was president of the Home Builders 

Association of Greater New Orleans and the 

state of Louisiana. 

– Inducted into the Louisiana Builders Hall of 

Fame. 

– Currently serving on LHBA Self insurance 

Workers Compensation Board of Trustees, 

the LHBA General Liability Indemnity Trust 

Board, chairman of the Louisiana State 

Uniform Construction Council, 

– NAHB Life Member, serving the Board of 

Directors for 13 years

– NAHB Executive Board member past 6 years



Panelist – Troy Taylor

Algon Group

10 Glen Lake Parkway, #130

Atlanta, GA  30325

(404) 423-8086

troy@algongroup.com

• President and Founder of the Algon Group

– Specializes in financial analysis, advice and 

execution in complex, challenging and/or 

distressed situations to help maximize 

stakeholder value 

– Advised numerous homebuilders on their 

options and is considered one of the 

industry’s  leading restructuring experts

– Formerly President of GMA Partners, Inc., 

Managing Director at KPMG Peat Marwick 

LLP, Thomson McKinnon Securities, Inc., 

Oppenheimer & Co., Inc. and Morgan 

Keegan & Co., Inc. 

– Has successfully helped senior and 

subordinated lenders maximize their 

recovery in distressed and/or complex 

situations



Panelist – Harley Riedel

Stichter, Riedel, Blain & 

Prosser, P.A.

110 E. Madison St., Ste. 200

Tampa, Florida  33602

(813) 229-0144

hriedel@srbp.com

• An officer, director, and shareholder of 

Stichter, Riedel, Blain & Prosser, P.A.

• Lead counsel for the debtor in possession in 

many of the largest cases in Florida

• Tampa Bay Bankruptcy Bar Association 

(founder, past director, President and  

Chairman)

• Spoken and written on bankruptcy-related 

topics for the American Bar Association, 

The American Bankruptcy Institute, The 

Florida Bar

• Principal author of the section on Chapter 

11 Practice in the Norton Handbook for 

Bankruptcy Trustees, Debtors-in-

Possession, and Committees.



Panelist – Tom Flowers

4313 West 110th Street

Leawood, KS 66211

(816) 522-1034

tflowers392@yahoo.com

• 35 years of experience in commercial 

banking, mortgage banking, and 

homebuilding

• Frequent speaker and panelist with the 

NAHB

• Currently

– Treasurer and Board Member of Kansas City’s 

Housing Choices Coalition

– Member of the Greater Kansas City Housing 

Foreclosure Task Force

• Previously

– U.S. Navy veteran

– Boise Cascade’s Manufactured Housing Div.

– Bank of America

– U.S. Bank

– President of the Mortgage Bankers Association of 

Georgia (1992-93)




